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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM NO. 638 

THE DANGEROUS .SIDESLIP OF A STALLED AIRPL'JNE

AND ITS PREVENTION* 

By Richard Fuchs and Wilhelm Schmidt 

A large proportion of all airplane accid.ent.s occur 
shortly after taking off or shortly before landing. They 
may be of two kind.s: It may happen that the airplane 
shows a tendency toslip over the wing without the pilot 
having a chance to take protective measures against it by 
control action. Then again, there are cases of sudden 
nosing over without the pilot being in a position to coun-
teract it. This investigation covers oifly-that phase of 
the problem which deals with the sideslip. We examine in-
to the circumstances under which this occurs, stud.y the 
'behavior of present-day airplane typos (monoplane, conven-
tional and staggered biplane). therein and., endeavor to find. 
a solution whereby this danger may bo avoided, 

Occasionally the opinion is voiced that this .sideslip 
could be prevented by using a wing whose lift maximum is 
at the highest possible angle of attack and 'by making pro-
vision, through a limitation in elevator displacement, so 
that an equilibrium of the moments akout: the lateral axis 
'becomes impossible at the high angles of attack pertain-
ing to those beyond the lift maximum. 

But these measures are no absolute preventative, as. 
we shall prove. 

A sudden increase in angle of attack which may be al-
together independent from an actuation of the elevator may 
be due to a straight upward directed wind squall. Thus, 
referring to Figure 1, a vertical squall of only 5 rn/a 
(16.4 ft./sec.), with a landing speed of 30 In/s (98.4 ft./ 
Sec.) already produces a 9•50 increase in anglo,of attack. 
von a vertical squall of merely 3 rn/s (9,8 ft../soc.) 

would raise this angle to a figure which would be beyond 
that of the maximum lift. 

*uDas ef&hrliche seitliche Kj.ppen eines Flugzeuges iber 
den Pluge]. und seine Becinflussung." Prom Zetschrift fur 
Flugtechnik und. Motorluftschiffahrt, July 14, 1931, pp. 
393-400.
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Again, an abrupt decrease in the relative wind. veloc-
ity of an airplane can readily raise the angle of attack. 
For' example: Let the examined low wing Junkers A 35 (ref-
erenceg 1 and 2) monoplane 'land at an angle'ofatt'ack 
a.	 13	 in a straight elide, or, in other words, at an an-
gle still 4° below that of the maximum' lift of the wholo 
airp lane. Assume a' landing speed. 23 rn/s (85,3 ft./sec.), 
which in still air is equivalent to the velocity at which 
the air strikes the airplane. An'assumedly sudden hori-
zontal squall of 7 rn/s (23 ft./sec.) strikes the airplane 
from the rear, thus lowering the' relative wind velocity of 
the airplane to 19 rn/s (62.3 ft./sec.). '7e shall desig-
nate this by v*. A"Similar increase in angle of attack 
could occur when.the airplane laids in the win4 and. the 
latter suddenly becalms. In order to follow to changed. 
attitudo of the airplane duo to a change in relative wind. 
velocity the terms in tho differential e quations of motion 
embodying the aerodynamic forces. and..mornonts must be 
changed. to road v'' instead. of' v. The ros.i1t of the flu-
merical intortion is graphed in Piguro 2. The angle of 
attack a	 15 pertaining to approximately the maximum 
wing lift is already exceeded after 0.2 s without the pi-
lot's volition, even if the elevator displacement is re-
stricted.. 

TM'S passae near the ground. of the angle of attack 
beyond. that of the maximum lift constitutes the danger of 
the und.arnped. side sl.ip. In Figure 3 the moments about the 
longitudinal axis'hve been plotted against.a rotation 
about the path axis for various angles of attack. The en-
suing moments below the stalling angle are, as soon, pos-
itive; that is, active against the indicated rotation, 
while thoso boyond the stall at first become nogativQ, that 
is, acelorato an incipient rotation. 

ITOW, howovor, 
exceeded the value 
quontly examine thi 
plane landing in a 
disturbance,

we assume that the anglo of attack has 
for maximum wing lift only, and subso-
reaction of tho low wing Junkers mono-
straight glido against any arbitrary 

Foremost among the disturbances. are the rotational 
speeds p., T, and. ,' introduced as temporary initial ro-
tatio,n	 'and	 and. which may be visualized. as 

having' been set up by corresponding tempo ry control di s-
pla'cemets or wind.sqiialls temporarily acting , at, the end 
of the fuselage and the wing tipa
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The result of the .very.accuxately'executed numerical 
integration.of the fundamental equations is appended in' 
Figures 4 to 6. The result of introducing an initial rota-
tion	 is not only an expected angle of bank p. in Fig-
ure 4, ut an angle of yaw ¶ as well, and. tho angIe of 
attack remains, for the present at least, practically con-
stant.. 

Tho initiated, disturbance T 0 , , inPjgue 5, yields a 
similar result. The angle of attack changes 'at first very 
little. Whereas an arbitrary initial disturbance, composed 
of say,	 L0	 d &, effects a chango in , angle. of attack, 
the peculiar temporal character of the angles of bank and 
yaw is maintained, according to Figure 6. 

The behaviórof a whichis examined here, is bound 
up with the airplane motion by great static longitudinal 
stability. As "a matter of fact, we have here an airplane 
attitude with appreciably high static longitudinal stabili-
ty. In this attitude the motion is split up in a slow C.G. 
motion by constant cx (Lanchester's phugoid. theory)' (refer-
ence 3). and a rapid torsional vibration about the lateral 
axis by unchanging flight path. It is apparent that the 
torsional vibrations set up by asymmetrical d.istirbances do 
not effect any essential change. As far as the change in 
angle of bank and yaw is concerned, it is practically imma-
terial whether a ch'anges also. or not, and it is seen that 
the asymmetric rotary motion is also nearly indepndent of 
the symmetrical motion. 

Accordingly, the sidoslip following an arbitrary dis-
turbance may be conceived as.a corithinod rolling, and yawing 
motion, which is practically ind.ependont of tho pitching 
motion, thus enabling us to separate the pitching motion 
from the rolling and yawing motion, to whichtho following 
is confined exclusively. 

Referring to Figure 4,tho total motion during side-
slip consists primarily of a rotation Q	 about the path 
axis and a rotation	 around the path vertical axis 

placed in the symrnetric.l plane of the aircraft. The 
forces and the moment about the lateral axis change but 
little at the beginning of sideslip because the angle of, 
attack remains practically constant and the sid.eslip as 
well as the total rotation is relatively small in contrast 
to the moments about the longitudinal and. the normal axis 
which undergo marked changes even if sideslip and rotation' 

*The possibility of soparation was first indicated. by 
P.ei ssaior.
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are small. For the. subsequent investigation it is ad.visa-
ble to introduce the practically constant angle a. as 
parameter, and. to consider the two variable nondimensiona]. 
factors K and. L of the moments about the longitudinal 
and. normal axis, resp ectively, as being solely dependent 

on T,	 and. p--.	 Strictly speaking, the two moments 

should be considered as being simultaneously dependent on 
these values, but for lack of wind-tunnel data of suc-h 
kind, we assume both moments as being linearly dependent on 
these figures which, in this case is 0±' no moment becaue 
the calculation is confined to short time intervals. Fig-
ures 7 and. 8 afford. an illustration of the K 	 and. —PT	 . 
moments of the wing only due to sideslip plotted against 
the angle of yaw; the angle of attack is shown as parame-
ter. They are taken from a British report (reference 4) 
because there are no erman exp'oriments available up to 
such high angles of attack and yaw. 	 I 

Tho K	 and the L	 moments due to a rotation

about the path axis ' o defined in the usual mannor by cal-
culation as, for instance, for the single wing of the Jun-
kers monoplano, and appended in Figures 3 and. 9 with ro-

bQ 
spect to	 and with a as parameter. Their dopond.-

once on the shape of the wing is very pronounced. (Ref-
erence 5.) A calculation of an individual wing of almost 
constant chord and section yields for the	 and 

moments, duo to a rotation 	 about the lift axis 

-ii 
the following: 

•	 bfl	 bCv 
b2	 —1	 b2	 —3. 

C n. '	 Ctp 2v 
__1	 —1 

Figures 10 and. 11 shows this effect for the low wing mono-
plane. 

The L* coefficient duo to the moment of fuselage and 
vertical tail surfaces about the normal axis may be written 
as

p;	 c* (*),



= m 1 T 

bc2 
= in3 --

c2	 2v

= in2

bQ 
= 1114-

2v 
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where Cfl* (a*) signifies that Cr	 is dependent on the 
angle a* at which the aii strikes the end of the fuse-
lage and. thevrtical tail surfaces. The validity is prac-
tically

a,*='r+_	 -. 
V 

The c* coefficient of the :io..mai force applying at 

the end. of the fuselage and the vertical tail group is, 
for lack of experimental data, replaced by the corresponding 
coefficient of a flat, square plate. 

The curves of the moments about the longitudinal and 
the normal axis, treated bove, with respect to T, 

bQy 

and	 can be equated for tho.portinent range by 

a straight line as follows: 

bc4 
= = in6 

The moment about the normal axis due to the fuselage 
and. the vertical tail surfaces may be expressed as 

F* 1* 2F*	 1*2 

___
-----

-	 Pt1 bFt1 2v

so as to yield.	
bQ	 ____ .

	 (1) -. + in IC =	 T +in3 
2v	 2v 

L.	
+ :*_ 1* 	 bc2 

2v P t1

2P* 1* 2	 ____	

(2) 
^('+	 - —in 

bPt1	 I 2v 
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Now we write equations (i) and. (2) into the basic 
equations, roplaco the products 'bf several variables by the 
first terms of a Taylor series and, lastly, d.isregard. the 
terms which arc small comparod. to tho •others, so that 

YFVCa 
— I L (3) 

2G	 cos cp 

.1 .= (4) 
cosa	 - 0 

___

+ tan a 

0	

YPt1v2
(mi T + m 3 	 -

1X)
(6) 

Y P t 1 v2 r	 P! bQ 

2v+ 

2P*	 1*2 bQl 
+	 + :;•- 1117)	

.---
(7) 

whereby
sina (8) 

= C	 cos p +	 r	 cos a (9) 

Equations (3)	 to	 (9) may be combined as 

= a 1 T + b 1 + c1 . + d 1 (10) 

0	

: (ii) 

T	 = C3 +	 03	 +.	

0

(12) 

= e4Qx (13)
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Herein: 
2 

I•I'	 P	 t i	 V 
al =	 -. -* 

2 g J 

ry b P t 1 v cos a 
—(tan ctm3-ms) 4 g	 x 

ry210p2 V2Ca 
c1= ------------------ m 

8 gG Jç 

YbFt1v 
a. 1 = - --.--.--.--.---. 4 g 3 

YPt 1 v2 ( F*l* '\ 
a 2 = 2 + 2 

ry b P t .	 v cos a 2	 * 1*2 
b2 -- _(tanam4_me_pt1 

1) F 2 	 t 1 v2 c 2	 * 1*2 
C2 ------- (me + b F t1 m 

YbFt1v 
a.2 = -

---i-;;-- 
m4 

cos	 cp 
C3 -- -____ 

v cos	 cc.

83 = tan cc. 

84 =

	

	 - 
cos a 

Equations. (10) to (13) may be formulatea.as 

p. + p1	 + q 1 p. +	 r1 T + s1 T = 0	 (14) 

	

.p2.+q2 +T+r2 T+s2 T0 	 (15) 

whereby

= - a. 

= - C 1 8 
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r1 =	 b1 04 

s1=-a1e4 

- (c 3 + d 1 e 3 + d.2) 

q2	 - (c1 03 + c2) 

r2 =-(b1e3+b2) 

- (a1 e3 + a2) 

Inserting p. and. T	 into (14) and. (15) the 
interpretation of X is obtained. by means of 

•	 r1 X+s.
= 0, 

p+q2	 X +r2 

or	 2 
+A 1 X+i ?. +A3 +M=Q	 (16) 

with 

A1 = p1 + r2 

= YbFt1 v_cosct r 
- m3 + tana 1115 

4g3	 L 

Jx	 2F*i*2	 \1 -	 (tanct m 4 - m6 - 
-j--- t1•_ m

7 )j	 (17) 

A2 = Pi r2 - P2 r1 + q 1 + 

1	 I8gJtana	 2 P* 1*2 
=	 2	 in1 +	 + -	 In?) In3 

g	 J1	 'Yb Ft 1	 •.	 bFt1 

•	 8gJ	 Ft l	 '\1 —	 + - in4 
in5 + 'YbPt1	

m7,1j	 (18)
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A 3 =	 S2 -P2. s	 + q	 r2 q2 r1 

[(42JCOs
- 

-

____

fl4	 mi '	 2 g 2 J	 J	 coca. L bPt 1 v2 coscr. / 

+ (m 2 + %- m.v) 1113 + _______ m	 ms (19) 

A 4 = q 1 .2	 -q2 i• 

(YPt1v2\ YbP 2	 *	 •j*2 
+ -. 

•	 '	 g /	 J	 G cosc(L\ 
I	 m 6 	 - 

•.b.F	 t1
m,

/ 

- 
(rn2	 m7) ms] (20)

In order to check the agreement of this solution with 
the nunerical integration without any.omissions, the ex-
aminecl low-wing monoplane was used as actual exar11ple for a 
mathenatica1 determination of p. and T 

• The following data are used as basis: 

a. 2O	 Ca	 1,29	 C = 0.31	 p = - 13.5° 

Y =].20 kg/rn3 v	 25.8 rn/s p.,	 00	 = 0 0	 0. 
•	 •	 imparted 

•	 P 0, a passing asymmetric squall, has assumedly! 
tothe airp1axe an initial rotation about the path axis. 

	

+ 1.2	 m3	 - 2..?	 m5 =+ 3,5	 in7 = + 4.0 

	

rn2 = + 0,1	 1114	 + 0.8	 m6 = - 0.5. 

it yields: 

= 0239 e .77t - 0.185 e_03, 9.. -. 
p. 0	 •	 - 

•	
- e °	 (0.054 cos 2.3at + 0.218 sin 238t) 	 (21) 

1•	 5• 77 t	 -0. 3r 
= 0,04? e	 - 0.0l e	 - 

- e0 59t (0.030 cos 2.38t + 0,166 sin 2.38t) 	 (22) 
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Figure 12 shows	 - 

against the time. Both 
thro.ghout with those bf 
characteristic behavior,

(bank) and. 

urves are in 
the integrat

T
(yaw) plotted. 

I-to 
satisfactory agreement 
on and. disclose the 

The substitution of a development according to the pow-
ers of .t for th solutions of (14) and. (15) reveals the 
decisive significance of the coefficients Pi , r 1 P2 and. 
r	 at the verr beginning. But because of the magnitude 
of Pi and. r1 against p2 and. r2 , • p and. p. must al-
ways be large with respect to T and. T even for arbitra-
ry disturbances, in accoid.ance with all exact calculations. 
Thus the omission of T and., T in first approximation in 
(14) results in a Faust formula for the behavior of p.. 
It is

= L_ (e1t - 1) 
xi 

whore
= '? b P t 1 v m3 

4 g cosct 

The value computed. according to the Faust foau1a-for' 
the above example is also shown in Figure 12, where the 
nical behavior of the angle of bank is very much in evi-

dence, 

This brings us to the question as to what constructtv-e 
measures may have some effect on sideslipping, i.e., in-
crease in angle of bank p.. Th e quantities b, F and. t1 
are dominant factors. Area P is specified. by the design 
b and. t do not occur save in the connection b t 1 , i.e. 
essentially as the stated area F. F* and.	 * occu on-
ly in the foru of	 *	 m7 • So any change of these quan-



tities is wholly equivalnt to a change in m 7 and. we 
can confine ourselves to a study of the changes in J 	 and. 

and. from rn 1 to m7. 

In accordance with the abo.r example, one large posi-
tive, ono small negative, and two complox roots occur un-
der the ro.ots of the. biquad.r.atic oquation (16) , whose real 
Dart is negative and small, In all practical changes of 
normal wing design this phenomenon is tyica1, A change 
in p. and. T is essentially governed by the large posi-
tive root	 , and. it is all a matter of finding in what 

(23)
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manner this It 1 can be influenced.. 

Reverting to the original figures of the example for 
and. J, as well as m	 to	 we p ost J =c 

J, m = C rn 1 ..0 etc. Then we plot the dependence of root 

against	 for J = c	 for rn1 =	 in10 etc., for

e x ampi e. 

Referring to Figure 13, we find that only an enlarge-
ment can lower tho positive root X . with respect to in-
ertia moments J	 and. J, But it is seen thai even •a 

doubling of J, which already.is wholly beyond the scope 

of practical pssibility, can lower the root n.e more thai 
to abop.t 2/3, or in other words, can have no decisive ef-
fect on the essential course of angle.of bank 	 . A.change
in in, that is, in the profile pertaining to the vertical 
tail surfaces or in it area has no appreciable effect on 
X1	 The values in1 , m 2 , as well as ms and m 	 charac-



terize the moments about the longitudinal and the normal 
axis set up by the wings s a result of sideslip and rota-
tion about the lift axis, respectively. Although depend-
ent on the wing shape they have, in themselves, no appreci-
able effect on	 But a change in m 3 and. m4 influ-
ences root	 very materially, Both values denote the
moments about the longitudinal and normal axis,.respective-
ly, following a rotation about the path axis. They are, 
according to Figures 3 and 9, generally negative and posi-
tive, respectively, as soon as the stalling angle is 
reached. They accelerate an initiated rotation about the 
path axis, i,e,, make autorotationpossible. The smaller 
m 3 and m4 are, the smaller root X 1 becomes, that is, 
the smaller the accelerating moments about the longitudinal 
and. normal axis set up by an initiated rotation about the 
path axis. The dominant effect of 	 and rn3 is also
recognized in the Faust formula (23). 

A material change in inertia moments, -	 and	 is 

seldom encountered in äonventional types -because their en-
largement would offer serious constructive difficulties. 
The values rn1 to in6 are closely bound up *ith one an-
other, They all change, as a rule, as soon as one is 
changed. 

To bring out the pronounced. effect of rn 3., we use two 
examples: In the first it was assumedly possible to lower
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Lfl	 to half in a wing structure, so that, 

in 1 = + 0.60,	 ,., in4 = + 0.40	 'm = - 0.25 

1fl2 = + 0.05	 + 1.75	 in7 = + 4.00. 

7e also raised J- . from 300 to 375 and	 from 550 
to 625 in this eample. 

Now we have: 

•0	

= 0.444 e 41t - 0.304 6 38t - 

16
- e_C 30t (0.140 cos 4.04 t + 0.114 sin 4.0'l t) 

Ii the second exainDle we visualze awin structure in 
which in7 hs already assume,d. a small iositivê value, that 
is, a wiag free rrom autorotation and in accordance witn 
it:

= + 0.4	 ,•' '1fl	 0	 in5	 0' 

in2	 0	 m5=+l.2	 rn7=+4O 

j	 and	 remain unchanged. Now 

1L. = 0,461 e ° 37t	 0.371 e2 21t 

(0.090 cos 1.80 t + 0.024 sin 1.80 t) 

Figure 14 shows th results of both examples for 
along with the normal behavior. It is readily seen that 
the. danger of sideslipping can be effectively prevented 
only by the use of a wing which is proof against autoro-
tation,	 (Reference s.) 

	

Another cuestion 'thrusts itself up on	 iind. - 
whether or not th side slip inight not be effectively influ-
enced y apropriate cotro1 action, and for that reason 
we: alsO examined 'the effect of the control actions on side-
slipping. We assumed that the' pilot notices the sideslip 
after one second and then attempts to counteract it by con-
trol disi1acoments. 

.41eron displacement is practically use1es in all 
circumstances. The an1e of bank continues to increase in 
spite of it, , as Figure 15 shows. The rudder 'd'is1ac.emont
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is somewhat more effective, it seems to lead, according to 
Figure 16, to a slight damping of the side slip. Bqth re-
sults agree with the British tests. (References 7 and 8.) 
The elevator displacementdownwar.) is most effective. 
Figure 17 shows that the angle of bank ceases to increase 
after a time and that the sideslip is darnped. But even in 
this case the time - only a few seconds - does not suffice 
to impart a profitable magnitude to the angle of bank, be-
fore reaching the ground. 

Thus the successful prevention of tho dangorous sido-
slip resides in the above stated measures. Since any mate-
rial change in inortia moment is out of the quostion, it 
becomes primarily a problem of preventing the wing from au-
torotating (roferonco 6) in the wind tunnel. 

Once autorotation has boon oliminatod, the inertia mo-
ments lose their dangorous aspect. 

According to the preceding explanations the whole mo-
tion of the airplane at the boginning of sidoslip is essen-
tially a rotation about the path axis, during which the 
angle of attack, as well as the rate of speed, may be as-
suraod unchanged. Furthermore, it was seen that the angle 
of yaw remained absolutely small. Consequently, the dan-
ger of sidoslipping can be interpreted only from the auto-
rotation as it may be obsorved by a wind-tunnel test, 

In order to make it possible to compare various typic-
al airplanes with respect to sideslip, the autorotation 
process is followed mathematically. 

The equilibrium of the moments about the path axis is 
exoressed as

Jx	 = - 1. v 2 F ti	 I 
2g 

with J = inertia moment of airplane about the path axis, 
and	 = coefficient of moment - essentially set up by 

the wing only - about the path axis due to a rotation 
about the path axis. Since the angles o±'• attack in question 
are comoarativoly small, this factor may be made to equal 
the	 coefficient of the corresponding moment about the 

longitudinal axis.
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For reasons of iitogration of the above difforentit]. 
equation, •thi	 of the moment about tho longitudinal 

c2	 . 
axis is assimilated :tO a'partbola vith rospoct to ._. 
Now compare the dot ted. line in Figure 3.. Wo have 	 V 

=4rx(x 
\."v - Pj 

with .p . and. r as denoted in Figure 3. We singled out 
the moment curve for that anglo of attack at which tho 
slope of 1113 is greatest, because themagnitude of m3 

is, as we have seen, the primary factor in sicleslipping, 

bQ 
Now we insert -. U and the differential equation 2v 

reads.:	 . 

	

,	 'Y v h Ft1r 

	

U	 U (u - p). 

With a disturbance	 U. of U magnitude in time iii-
terval t = 0 . as basis, we have: 

pEeXt 
U	 (24) 

1 
whereby

E =
jTj - p 

Yvb.Ftl r 

	

Now, since	 x =	 equation (24) yields: 

2vp	 l_Eet 
p.	 -- - in 

---i-- E	
(25) 

With r = - 0,21, p + 0.330 and	 LT	 0.031, our 
Dovious exaraple shows 

-	 6.36t 1 + 0.104 e 
= 0 • 168 in 

This solution checks very closely with the numerical 
integration aDpended in Figure 18, and again shows that the 
inception of sideslip is quite satisfactorily reDroduce. by 
the autorotation test in the wind. tunnel.
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In accordance with this example, AJ is ordinarily 
sot at +0.031, that is, 	 + 0.1. The	 t values, 
computed. according to the demonstrated method, arc compar.od 
in Figure 18 with three practical typos of airplanes. 
(References 9 and. 10.) One could expect that diversified. 
bohavior bf these typos would become noticeable hero with 
respect to autorotation. Bit it becomes apparent the angle 
of bank p. practically changes in the samo way for all 
those types. This becomes comprehensible upon reflection. 
that m3 , and. moreover, the inertia moment, are the d.omi-
nant factors when no autorotation prevails. 

Translation by 3. Vanior, 
National Advisory Committee 
for Aeronautics,
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